
PRESTMIT
VIRTUAL BANK
ACCOUNT GUIDE



YOU�CAN�DO�MORE!

This guide explains all you need to know

concerning the virtual bank account provided by

Prestmit.



What Is Prestmit Virtual Bank
Account? 
A virtual bank account works exactly like

your normal bank account. Which

means you can transfer money to it.

As a Prestmit user, you have access to a

virtual bank account as long as you can

provide the KYC requirements.

The virtual bank account looks like this:

Account Name: Prestmit-Olajide (The

name you used during registration on

Prestmit will be used as account name)

Account Number: 9492001984 (Unique

account number for every user)

Bank Name: Rubies Microfinance Bank 

This means if you go to any bank app,

select Rubies bank, enter your account

number and transfer to it, the money will

come into your Prestmit Naira wallet and

reflect.



What Is The Purpose?
Before you can purchase anything on

Prestmit, you need to have money in

your naira wallet which is where it will

be deducted from. 

So, you can easily transfer to your

virtual bank account to credit your

naira balance. 

Also, you can withdraw your naira

balance at anytime.



How To Create My Virtual
Bank Account?
Proceed to the Naira Wallet page. As a

new user, you will see the button

"Generate Virtual Account".

Immediately after you click the button,

you will get your virtual bank account

details like this:



KYC IS REQUIRED, WHY?

Before you can create successfully,

KYC is required. Why? 

The virtual bank account works like

your normal bank account. So, just like

opening a new bank account, BVN and

ID are required to complete the

process. 

Rest assured, your KYC information is

safe with us.



40,000�USERS

Over 40K active users

and stil counting...

92,000�TRADES

With over 98% positive

reviews...

24/7

Always available

WHY PRESTMIT? 
Having served thousands of customers

over the years, it's safe to say Prestmit

is best for your transactions.



You can contact PRESTMIT on our

official Whatsapp line at

07026290389. Response is

INSTANT.

You can make use of the live chat

on our website at any time. Quick

response always.

You can send us a mail at

help@prestmit.com.

NEED�HELP?�

Reach out to PRESTMIT via various

channels...



THANKS�FOR

USING

PRESTMIT.COM

https://prestmit.com/

